Although chaotic signals are considered to have great potential applications in radar and communication engineering, their broadband spectrum makes it difficult to design an applicable amplifier or an attenuator for amplitude conditioning. Moreover, the transformation between a unipolar signal and a bipolar signal is often required. In this paper, a more intelligent hardware implementation based on field programmable analog array (FPAA) is constructed for chaotic systems with complete amplitude control. Firstly, two chaotic systems with complete amplitude control are introduced, one of which has the property of offset boosting with total amplitude control, while the other has offset boosting and a parameter for partial control. Both cases can achieve complete amplitude control including amplitude rescaling and offset boosting. Secondly, linear synchronization is established based on the special structure of chaotic system. Finally, experimental circuits are constructed on an FPAA where the predicted amplitude control is realized through only two independent configurable analog module (CAM) gain values.
Introduction
Chaotic signals have great potential applications in radar and communication engineering because of their broadband frequency spectrum. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] However, this introduces a corresponding challenge to signal-conditioning since it is difficult to construct an amplifier or a polarity conversion circuit with a broadband frequency response. The chaotic signal usually cannot meet the amplitude requirement for practical applications. Polarity conversion is also critical since some integrated circuits require either unipolar or bipolar signals. Although some effort has been made to realize amplitude control for chaotic signal through total amplitude scaling and partial amplitude scaling, [21] [22] [23] [24] the polarity control of chaotic signal has not received the same attention despite being essential in electronic engineering. [25] [26] [27] [28] Offset boosting is associated with the DC component of the variable, and our study shows that one or more variables in a chaotic system can obtain offset boosting by introducing a new constant. [26] Consequently the conversion between a unipolar chaotic signal and a bipolar signal can be realized by a single DC source or a control rheostat rather than a complicated hardware peripheral unit. Foregoing research has allowed us to realize a system with complete amplitude control by using amplitude scaling and offset boosting. As shown in Fig. 1 , the signal modulator is replaced by two controllers for amplitude rescaling and offset boosting, giving complete control of the chaotic signals for chaos application systems. In this paper, a whole linear control of chaotic signals is explored through amplitude and offset control in a single system, and a linear synchronization between two systems is described. We consider two cases of complete amplitude control where offset boosting can be accompanied by total amplitude control or partial amplitude control. In Section 2, we give two examples to show complete amplitude control through a dynamical analysis. In Section 3, the linear synchronization of these types of chaotic systems is studied. In Section 4, we design the corresponding circuits giving corresponding attractors, where they can be amplified or shifted with two separate single control units. The conclusion is given in the last section.
2. Offset boosting with amplitude control 2.1. Offset boosting with total amplitude control In this type of chaotic system, offset boosting can be used to realize the transition between a unipolar signal and a bipolar signal. This is done by adding a constant, while total amplitude control can be used to realize a whole signal rescaling through a single coefficient. A few variable-boostable chaotic systems [34] meet this condition, such as chaotic systems Sprott J, Sprott P [35] and JD0, [36] where the nonlinearity resides in a single quadratic term, giving a coefficient for amplitude rescaling. Take Sprott J for example,
(1)
When a = b = 2, m = 1, and c = 0, system (1) is chaotic with Lyapunov exponents (0.0787, 0, −2.0787) and a KaplanYorke dimension of D KY = 2.0379. The phase trajectory is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Offset boosting with partial amplitude control
New variable-boostable cases with partial amplitude control were found by an exhaustive computer search. [29] One of these cases has global attraction leading to a simple implementation since the initial conditions do not need to be revised accordingly, 
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Here the parameter m is a partial amplitude controller while the parameter c is an offset boosting controller. To show this, we take c = 0 and x = u/ √ m, y = v, z = w/ √ m to obtain new equations in variables u, v, w, which are identical to system (2) with m = 1. Therefore, coefficient m controls the amplitude of variables 
Linear synchronization
In addition to the complete amplitude control of the chaotic signal in a single chaotic system as mentioned above, it may also be necessary to obtain a similar linear control in a synchronization system [29, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] where the chaotic signal of the driven system is the linear transformation of the one from the driving system. This is defined as "linear generalized synchronization" or "linear synchronization". [37, 38] In the following, we construct a synchronization system of this type.
Theorem 1 Suppose that a chaotic driving system is described by,˙=
where ∈ is the state vector of the system, while ∈ × is a constant matrix, :
→ is Lipschitz continuous, that is, there exist positive constants l such that | f (w) − f (v)| ≤ l||w − v||, w, v ∈ R n . The driven system can obtain a linear general synchronization [29, 30] with the driving system,
where
. . , b n ), and the controller is = − η , here˙= θ T , (θ > 0), the error vector is defined as = − ( + ). Proof From the error vector and systems (3) and (4), it yields˙=˙−˙=
where · denotes the l 2 -norm. Therefore, the driving system and the driven system can finally go to synchronization. Here * = || −1 || + + 1. Here the elements in matrix K and matrix B represent the slope and intercept of the linear function, which is determined by the relation between two groups of synchronized variables. Theoretically, the control parameters k i and b i can be set arbitrarily. The synchronization performance is related with the coefficient θ positively.
Specifically, for system (2), the driving system can be written as 
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We construct the driven system as
Here 
FPAA-based Circuit implementation
FPGA-based circuit implementation has the advantages in both hardware and software, which is reliable, flexible and has the advantage of fast response, rapid prototyping, adaptation, reduced cost or simplicity of design for the programmable architecture. [39, 40] Field programmable analog arrays (FPAA) also provide such a workbench for circuit realization, in particular it is more convenient to design the analog chaotic circuits. Therefore recently FPAA has become more and more popular, and it has been used in many areas, such as system modeling, signal processing, fault-tolerant, and computing feature extraction. Comparing with the technology of Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), it is not necessary to make a discretization with the variables in FPAA.
Here in this paper we use the newest integrated circuit technique of FPAA to realize the system discussed above. An Anadigm QuadApex development board with four AN231E04 chips [41] [42] [43] [44] was used to construct a circuit implementation of systems (1) and (2) and to experimentally verify the amplitude control and offset boosting. Each chip contains four Configurable Analog Blocks (CABs) which perform the analog processing through using the fully differentiable switched capacitor technology. Because the dpASP has a differential output voltage level of ±3 V, amplitude rescaling is necessary. First, System (1) was rescaled to x → 12x, y → 8y, z → 8z as follows:
Then system (2) was rescaled to x → 4x, y → 4y, z → 4z as follows:
The circuits were then constructed using Configurable Analog Modules (CAMs) in AnadigmDesigner2 as shown in Fig. 9 and downloaded to the development board. CAM values for systems (7) and (8) are given in Tables 1 and 2 . The phase portraits for systems (7) and (8) are shown in Figs. 10 and 12 , respectively. To observe offset boosting and amplitude control in system (7), we changed Inputs 3 and 4 in SumDiff2. Offset boosting in system (8) can be observed by changing Input 3 in SumDiff2. The signals were collected using an NI USB 6002 at a sample rate of 5 kHz after time scaling, and are shown in Fig. 11 for system (7) and in Fig. 13 for system (8) , respectively. Note that the linear synchronization can also be proved by FPAA since the driving system and the driven system can be regarded as a higher-dimensional analog system. Here in this paper, we emphasize the convenience of amplitude control and offset control obtained from this new technology. 
Discussion and conclusions
We proposed a simple method for complete amplitude control in a single chaotic system and established a linear synchronization between two chaotic systems. Amplitude control is associated with amplification, attenuation and polarity inversion, which is important for signal conditioning and integrated circuit selection in electronic engineering. To realize a simple, convenient and reliable amplitude control of chaotic signals, two coefficients in the dynamical equations are found to have the function of rescaling and offset boosting. Those two independent coefficients correspond to two separate rheostats (or CAM gain values) which eliminate the need of a more complicated circuit and enhance the flexibility of the constructed circuit for chaos application. The proposed approach to the complete amplitude control for chaotic signals is of great value in chaos-based engineering applications.
